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1.

Introduction

This paper examines the interaction between syntactic structure and conditioned phonological alternations. In a given language, some phonological alternations are seen only in
specific morphological contexts. For example, in Alabama the onset of the penultimate
syllable is geminated in imperfective constructions.
(1)

Alabama imperfective gemination (Hardy & Montler 1988, 400-401)
Base
Imperfective Gloss
a.
b.
c.
d.

balaaka
cokooli
atakaali
atakli

bállaaka
cókkooli
atákkaali
áttakli

‘lie down’
‘sit down’
‘hang up one object’
‘hang more than one object’

Here we address the following question: How does the phonological component know
which phonological alternations to apply in any particular instance of spell-out? For example, in Alabama, how does the phonological grammar know whether the domain being
spelled out is one where gemination should occur?
To address this question, we propose a model of the syntax-phonology interface combining Cophonology Theory (Orgun 1996, Inkelas et al. 1997, Anttila 2002, Inkelas &
Zoll 2005, 2007) with Phase Theory (Chomsky 2001, Abels 2012, Bošković 2014), which
allows cophonologies to scope over spelled-out chunks of syntax. The proposed model
adopts central components of mainstream phonology, morphology, and syntax. Specifically, we assume that phonology and morphology are interpreted from syntactic structures,
and phonological processes are modeled using ranked or weighted constraints. The inno* Hannah
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vation in our model is an enriched conception of the lexicon, called the Vocabulary in Distributed Morphology (Halle & Marantz 1994). We propose that Vocabulary items contain
three phonological components: 1) an underlying form containing (supra)segmental features, 2) a prosodic subcategorization frame or template, and 3) a subranking of constraints.
Vocabulary-specific subrankings override the default constraint ranking of the language
during the spell-out domain in which that Vocabulary item is present, resulting in conditioned phonological alternations. In this paper we focus on morphological realizations that
are not explicitly affixal, in other words, cases that have previously been labeled prosodic
morphology, process morphology, or morphologically-conditioned phonology. Our model
provides a unified framework to account for these phenomena.
We provide further background on the model in Section 2. We then examine three case
studies of phonological alternations with limited application from three languages: Hebrew,
Kuria, and Guébie, in sections 3, 4, and 5. We conclude in section 6.
2.

The model: Cophonologies by phase

2.1

Cophonologies

In this section we outline a unified model of process morphology and morphologicallyconditioned phonology. We take the term process morphology to include any case where a
non-concatenative phonological process is the sole exponent of a morphosyntactic feature.
Examples would include subtraction, tone sandhi, or vowel alternations. On the other hand,
morphologically-conditioned phonology covers cases where these same non-concatenative
phonological processes co-occur with concatenative segmental or suprasegmental content
to expone a morphosyntactic feature. The motivation for unifying these two phenomena
comes from the following generalization (Inkelas 2008, 2014).
(2)

Inkelas’s Generalization
Morphologically-conditioned phonology and process morphology make reference
to the same phonological operations in terms of Substance, Scope, and Layering.

Inkelas points out that because process morphology and morphologically conditioned phonology involve the same phonological processes, the phonological processes involved in both
types of morphology should be modeled with the same set of theoretical tools.
Put somewhat differently, Inkelas’s Generalization shows that the presence of absence
of morphologically conditioned phonological processes are independent from whether affixation is overt, producing a four-way typology.
(3)

The independence of conditioned phonological processes and affixation
Phonological process
No phonological process
Affix
No affix

Morphologically-conditioned phonology Regular affixation
Process morphology
Zero inflection/derivation

Cophonologies by phase
The independence of affixation from conditioned phonological processes shows that they
should be modeled as separate components of morphemic content. While affixes consist
of normal segmental content, we adopt the idea that conditioned phonological processes
are due to lexically-associated cophonologies, constraint rankings that apply in a particular lexical or morphological context (Anttila 2002, Inkelas & Zoll 2007). In contrast, affixal or item-based views of process morphology (Benua 1997, Alderete 2001, Wolf 2007,
Bermúdez-Otero 2012, Trommer & Zimmermann 2014, Bye & Svenonius 2010, Köhnlein
2016), would need to distinguish normal affixes from those which trigger phonological
processes, and allow them to co-occur.
The following framework allows us to make this proposal explicit.
(4)

The proposal: Vocabulary items associate morphosyntactic features with three phonological components:
a.
b.
c.

Featural content (F ): Tonal or segmental features of Vocabulary items
Prosodic content (P): Prosodic selection or subcategorization
A constraint subranking (R): A partial constraint ranking, which overrides a
default master constraint ranking (Anttila 2002, Inkelas & Zoll 2005, 2007)
(or which combines with the master grammar in a weighted constraint model).

Any of F , P or R can be null for a particular Vocabulary item. Cases where both F and
R are specified correspond to morphologically-conditioned phonology, cases R is specified with F null emerge as process morphology. If R is null and F specified, regular
affixation results, while null R and F corresponds to phonologically empty morphology. Thus, including separate R and F specifications accounts for the independence of
phonologically-conditioned processes and affixiation summarized above. The inclusion of
a P-specification is motivated by phonology-syntax mismatches (e.g. Julien 2002). Pspecifications build prosodic structure, enabling processes such as prosodic adjunction (Ito
& Mester 2007) or prosodic smothering (Bennett et al. 2018) to be lexically specified. Affix
or clitic direction is also encoded in P, as we take this information to be prosodic.
Consider a hypothetical verbalizing suffix -ga, which, with its host, corresponds to a
prosodic word and which is associated with a phonological process that results from the
constraint-ranking B≫A. The variable X in P represents the content of F , here /ga/.

(5)



/ga/ 
F :
Vocabulary item: [v] ←→ P : [ω −X ]


R: B≫A

If the master or default phonological constraint ranking in a language is as in (6a), and the
Vocabulary item in (5) is inserted, the ranking B ≫ A will override the master ranking only
during the spell-out domain containing the v-head.
(6)

a.
b.

Master Ranking (or Weighting): A≫B≫C
Active constraint ranking (or weighting) for [ω –ga ]: B≫A≫C
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We assume that master constraint rankings undergo the minimal changes necessary to comply with both the master ranking and the cophonologies contained inside it.1
2.2

Cophonologies by phase

Our model relies on the application of reranked phonological constraints in particular domains. These domains are phases, syntactic constituents that are transferred to PF during a process called Spell-Out (Chomsky 2000, 2001). We assume Distributed Morphology, where spell-out is followed by a stage of morphology which consists of structuremanipulating operations such as lowering and local dislocation (Embick & Noyer 2001,
2007, Pak 2008, Embick 2010). Morphology ends with Vocabulary insertion, at which
point morphological feature content and structure is converted into a phonological representation.
Phonological operations apply to the phonological content that is spelled out at each
phase. Earlier models which assume that morphological and phonological operations apply
to spelled-out chunks of syntactic structure are adopted in Kratzer & Selkirk (2007), Pak
(2008), Jenks & Rose (2015), Sande (2017), and Kastner (to appear), among others.
While the precise characterization of phases is the focus of ongoing work, we assume
that phase heads trigger spell-out, and that phase heads include lexically specified categories such as C and D (Chomsky 2000, 2001, Marvin 2002), as well as category-defining
heads such as n and v (Arad 2003, Embick 2010). However, phase size has been argued to
vary with syntactic processes such as head-movement (Gallego & Uriagereka 2007) or the
size of extended projections (Bošković 2014), and we make no claims about the universality of particular phase heads. We do assume that spell-out of a phase includes the phase
head, rather than just its complement Bošković (cf. 2016, a.o.).
Cophonologies, or subrankings of constraints associated with vocabulary items, override the default phonological grammar of the language during Spell-Out of the phase containing that vocabulary item.
(7)

Cophonologies by Phase (CBP):
Cophonologies take scope over the phase in which they are interpreted.

Segmental content, prosodic requirements, and the cophonologies within a phase compose
and are inherited by the phase head, and together scope over the entire phase domain.
Phonology consists of the generation of candidates (GEN) which are evaluated by the constraint ranking associated with that phase, resulting in a prosodically structured phonological string. After a phase is spelled-out, its corresponding cophonologies are lost. Later
phases are not affected by Vocabulary-specific rankings associated with earlier phases.
In the remainder of this paper, we survey three case studies where syntactic heads trigger a phonological process, modeled in CBP, with constraint sub-rankings whose domain
is a phase, and we discuss a fourth relevant case in the conclusion. Two of these three cases
1

Work on how conflicting cophonologies within the same spell-out domain are resolved is yet unclear,
due to lack of empirical evidence, an issue we discuss in Section 6.
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are examples of morphologically conditioned phonology which crosses word boundaries
but is constrained by a syntactic phase, cases that we feel CBP is especially well-suited
to account for. First, however we examine Hebrew noun- and verb-formation, showing
that process morphology can be triggered by category-defining heads (v and n), resulting
in category-specific phonological processes or prosodic requirements. Second, we examine Kuria tone marking on verbs, determined by aspect. This case dramatically demonstrates that phonological processes, here triggered by tense/aspect morphology, can cross
word boundaries. Our third case study, from Guébie imperfective tone marking, shows
that phonological processes are suspended until the phase is complete, even if triggered by
lower elements.
3.

Case study 1: Hebrew category-specific prosodic shape

In Hebrew (Semitic), verbs are disyllabic, but the prosodic shape of nouns is less restricted
(Bat-El 1994, Smith 2011). This categorical difference is most clearly seen in loan words.
(8)

The prosodic shape of Hebrew nouns vs. verbs (Bat-El 1994, 577-578)
Noun
Verb
xantariS
télegraf
sinxróni
ksilofon
nostálgia

‘nonsense’
‘telegraph’
‘synchronic’
‘xylophone’
‘nostalgia’

xintreS
tilgref
sinxren
ksilfen
nistelg

‘talk nonsense’
‘telegraph’
‘synchronize’
‘play the xylophone’
‘be nostalgic’

flirt
blof

‘flirt’
‘bluff’

flirtet
bilef

‘to flirt’
‘to bluff’

Arad (2003) argues that similar cases are instances of noun-to-verb derivation, making
these instances of truncation or expansion to a bisyllabic foot. Prosodic size constraints
are a classic type of process morphology, as they involve fitting a phonological input to an
independent prosodic template.
We assume the Hebrew verbalizing head v is associated with the featural content of two
vowels: [i e], the prosodic subcategorization specifying its status as a phonological word,
ω , and the constraint subranking ω =σ σ ≫ FAITH. This ranking results in a phonotactic
constraint on the number of syllables in a prosodic word.
(9)

Vocabulary items
a.

b.



F
:
/télegraf/


√
1
0/
[ TELEGRAPH ] ←→ P :
 1

R
:
0/


0/ 
F :
2
[n] ←→ P : [ω X ]

 2
R :
0/
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/ie/
F :

3
[v] ←→ P :
[ω X ]
 3

R : ω =σ σ ≫ FAITH

c.

The indices on the prosodic subcategorizations and constraint rankings above have no theoretical status, they will be used for expository purposes below.
The structure of nouns (n) and denominal verbs (v) with the root ‘telegraph’ are provided below. The proposed structure is based on the arguments of Arad (2003), who shows
that these verbs include an n phase.
(10)

Structure of Hebrew noun and denominal verb
n
n

√

TELEGRAPH

v
v

n
n

√

TELEGRAPH

Vocabulary insertion replaces the morphosyntactic features in the structure with their corresponding phonological content. The content at each terminal undergoes phonological
composition from the bottom up. This process involves concatenation of terminal nodes
(Embick 2010), along with unification of the prosodic and (co)phonological requirements
of each node to the terminal. The output of this composition process for the noun /télegraf/
is represented in (11a). The output of the v phase, resulting in the verb /tilgref/, is shown
in (11b). The phonological representation /X/ is a kind of phonological interpretation function, relativized to the prosodic and (co)phonological parameters specified by the component Vocabulary items. These superscripts indicate that the morphemes between the forward slashes will be evaluated relative to the composed component cophonologies as specified in the Vocabulary items in (9) (e.g. P 1+2 ), and that the candidates must respect the
lexically specified prosodic constraints (e.g. R 1+2 ).
(11)

a.
b.

Noun after vocabulary insertion and composition
1+2
1+2
/télegraf/(P ,R ) → [ω té.le.graf ]
Verb after vocabulary insertion and comoposition
3
3
/ie-[ω télegraf ]/(P ,R ) → [ω til.gref]

The tableau in (12) corresponds to the phonological evaluation in (11b). All candidates
follow the prosodic specification of P 3 , which we assume serves as a constraint on GEN.
In the case of Hebrew verbs, this specification ensures that the verb is coextensive with
a prosodic word. We do not list the constraints enforcing vowel replacement, which we
take to be part of the master ranking; see Kastner (to appear) for details. Additionally, we
assume the ranking R EALIZE M ORPH ≫ FAITH in the master ranking of Hebrew (Kurisu
2001).

Cophonologies by phase
(12)

Phonological interpretation of Hebrew verb
/i,e télegraf/
ω =σ σ R EALIZE M ORPH
a.
[ω té.le.graf]
*!
b. [ω tı́.li.gref]
*!
c.
[ω til.gref]
d. [ω tel.graf]
*!



FAITH

*
*

The optimal candidate is stored and linearized relative to later phonological constituents
and phases. During phonological evaluation of later stages in the derivation, previously
spelled-out content can be manipulated further, as illustrated in the following section.
In summary, lexical categories like v trigger verb-specific process morphology in Hebrew via lexically-specified cophonologies. In CBP, where phonological evaluation occurs
at syntactic phase boundaries, the v-specific ranking only applies within the phase containing the v phase head, and as such does not apply to words in other categories. CBP also
extends to category-specific phonological effects in other languages (Smith 2011).
4.

Case study 2: Kuria verbal tone melodies

In Kuria (Bantu), tense/aspect prefixes (henceforth TA, in bold below) have lexically specified tone patterns (Marlo et al. 2015). Different TAs surface with H tone on the the first,
second, third, or fourth mora of the verb (underlined), and from there, high tone spreads to
the penultimate tone-bearing unit (TBU).
(13)

Mora-counting H assignment in Kuria verb stems (Marlo et al. 2015, 252-253)
µ 1 n-to-o-[hóótóótér-a]
‘we have reassured’
FOC -1 PL - TA -[reassure-FV ]
µ 2 n-to-oka-[hoótóóté-éy-a]
‘we have been reassuring’
FOC -1 PL - TA -[reassure-PFV- FV ]
µ 3 n-to-re-[hootóótér-a]
‘we will reassure’
FOC -1 PL - TA -[reassure-FV ]
µ 4 to-ra-[hootoótér-a]
‘we are about to reassure’
1 PL - TA-[reassure-FV]

The domain of this H-assignment process is phrasal, and includes objects.
(14)

Mora-counting H assignment into object position (inceptive)
µ 4 to-ra-[rom-a eGétÓÓkE] ‘we are about to bite a banana’
µ 4 to-ra-[ry-a eGetÓÓkE]
‘we are about to eat a banana’

This phenomenon and others like it pose problems for theories such as Stratal-OT (BermúdezOtero 2008), which assume word-internal levels necessarily precede phrasal phonology.
But this cross-word process is easily captured in CBP, which, unlike traditional Cophonol-
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ogy Theory, allows word-internal, morphologically-triggered phonological operations to
scope over entire phases, which can include multiple phonological words.
The syntactic structure we assume for Kuria clauses is below. Following proposals for
other Bantu languages, we assume the verb undergoes head movement to v in Kuria. The
final vowel of a verbal word expones the v head, which is a phase head (cf. Julien 2002,
Cheng & Downing 2016). The vP is then spelled out, consisting of the verb stem (enclosed
in brackets above) and other vP-internal material, including objects. The general importance of the verb stem in Bantu languages as a domain for both phonological and morphological phenomena is well-documented (e.g. Myers 1987, Hyman et al. 2009). Treating the
stem as a complex v head captures the importance of this domain. Note that we assume that
object DPs inside the vP are separate phases.
(15)

a.

Syntactic structure of the Kuria clause
phase

CP
TP

C
DP j

phase

pro

T

vP

Agr-T[INCEPT] t j
v

[

√

BITE i -v]

DP

phase

ti

The output of the vP phase will be a phonological string associated with prosodic structure,
accessible to later phases. However, phonological processes specified inside of vP will not
have access to material which enters the derivation later (see section 6).
The Vocabulary item associated with the inceptive T head is below. We adopt the
phonological analysis of Marlo et al. (2015), who account for the mora-counting tone assignment with a class of constraints that enforce the relevant patterns.

(16)



/ra-H /
F :

[T,INCEPTIVE] ←→ P1 :
[ω X

R1 : µ 4, S PREAD -(H, R) ≫ I DENT-TONE

Cophonologies by phase
The P-specification of the inceptive marker is nontrivial; it contains the information that
the inceptive is a ω -internal prefix. This specification forces prosodic adjunction, leading
to a recursive word (Ito & Mester 2007).
Vocabulary insertion into T, including the realization of subject agreement, results in the
composed representation below. The verb stem and object have specified prosodic structure
and lack internal morpheme boundaries because they were spelled out in an earlier phase.
(17)

a.
b.

Output of phonological composition of CP
/to-raH -[ω roma] [ω eGetÓÓkE]/R1,...,n ,P1,...,n
Phonological interpretation of CP
/to-raH -[ω roma] [ω eGetÓÓkE]/
µ4
a. [ω tora [ω roma]] [ω eGetÓÓkE]
*!
b. [ω tora [ω roma]] [ω eGétÓÓkE]

S PREAD -(H, R)

I D TONE



*

Because the domain of evaluation of the preverbal aspect marker in Kuria includes previously spelled-out phases, that higher cophonology can override the tone of both the
verb stem and the object. CBP thus accounts for the ability of word-internally triggered
cophonologies to scope over their entire spell-out domain. These effects are not uncommon for in phrasal tone, and similar analyses could be proposed for other cases detailed by
Hyman (2011, 2018).
5.

Case study 3: Guébie

In Guébie (Kru), the distinction between perfective and imperfective aspect, realized on T,
is marked by scalar tone shift (Sande 2017). This scalar tone shift is realized on the verbal
head, or on the immediately preceding phonological word, the final word of the subject DP.
Guébie has four underlying tone heights, marked 1-4, where 4 is high. Tone on a verbal
head surfaces one step lower in imperfective contexts than elsewhere.
(18)

Verb tone lowering in imperfective contexts
a. e4 li3 éa31 1 SG.NOM eat.PFV coconuts ‘I ate coconuts.’
b. e4 li2 éa31 1 SG.NOM eat.IPFV coconuts ‘I am eating coconuts.’

When the underlying tone of a verb is already low (tone 1), it does not lower further to
super-low. Instead, the final tone of the subject raises one step.
(19)

Subject tone raising when imperfective verb is already low
Djatchi run.PFV ‘Djatchi ran.’
a. éaci23.1 pa1
1
23.2
pa
Djatchi run.IPFV ‘Djatchi runs.’
b. éaci
23.1
0
c. *éaci
pa

Crucially, the tonal shift triggered by the imperfective T-head can affect the subject tone,
(19), which is in the specifier position of TP.
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(20)

Syntactic structure
phase

CP
TP

C
phase

DP j
phase

T

vP

√
TIPFV-[ EAT -v]i t j
phase

DP

ti

While this process is difficult to account for in most constraint-based models, both because of its scalar nature and the fact that it crosses word boundaries, the latter challenge
disappears in CBP: Cophonologies of Vocabulary items are inherited by the phase head
containing them, and they apply to the whole spell-out domain, here CP.
In the case of the Guébie scalar tone shift, there is no underlying segmental or suprasegmental content to the imperfective morpheme. However, there is a cophonology associated
with the T head, which is inherited by the CP phase containing the imperfective morpheme,
and triggers a pitch drop between subject and inflected verb (cf. Sande 2017, 2018). We
model this with a P ITCH D ROP constraint as below.


0/
F :

0/
(21)
[T,IPFV] ←→ P :


R : P ITCH D ROP ≫ I DENT-TONE
The locality of the pitch drop is handled via further constraint interaction, left out here
for simplicity but discussed in detail in Sande (2018).
The phonological interpretation of the CP above (for ‘I eat coconuts’) is shown below. The ranking associated with the imperfective T head overrides the master ranking of
I DENT-TONE ≫ P ITCH D ROP, only in clauses with an imperfective T head.
(22)

Phonological interpretation of Guébie CP
/e4 li3 éa31 /
P ITCH D ROP I DENT-TONE
4
3
31
a. [e li éa ]
*!
4
2
31
b. [e li éa ]
*



Cophonologies by phase
As seen in the Guébie data, it is a benefit of CBP that phonological processes triggered by
Vocabulary-specific constraint rankings are suspended until the phase is completed. This
allows a processes triggered by Tipfv to apply to the entire CP containing that T, including
the subject DP, which originates higher in the structure than T, but is still within the CP.
This process is possible because cophonologies triggered by heads lower than the phase
head are inherited by the phase head and take scope over their entire spell-out domain.
6.

Implications and open questions

Cophonologies by Phase unifies process morphology and morphologically-conditioned
phonology within a theory that also encodes prosodic structure and subcategorization, all
in the context of a restrictive and mainstream set of assumptions about the relationship of
syntax, morphology, and phonology. CBP also has the potential to cover phonological processes that have been analyzed as syntactically conditioned (e.g. French liaison (Selkirk
1974, Pak 2008); Luganda and Xitsonga prosody (Hyman et al. 1987, Selkirk 2011)). In
CBP, the restriction of certain phrasal phonological processes to specific syntactic domains
follows from the fact that the relevant XPs are phases. Additionally, a full version of CBP
may be able to eliminate the need for the Match Theory (Selkirk 2009, 2011), which relies
on the ability of constraints to explicitly reference syntactic structure, a significant extension of the expressive power of the phonological grammar. If prosodic structure is assembled during spell-out according to the P-specifications of Vocabulary items, phonology
may only need to make reference to these prosodic boundaries.
In addition, CBP makes explicit typological predictions about phonological locality. In
particular, the theory predicts that lexically or morphologically-conditioned phonological
processes can only take scope over the phase that contains them:
(23)

The Phase Containment Principle
Morphological operations conditioned internal to a phase cannot affect the phonology of phases that are not yet spelled out.

Perhaps more concretely, if a cophonology R takes scope over a syntactic domain d, it
will not apply in a domain d ′ such that d ′ contains d. While we see instances of phasal
anti-faithfulness in the case studies above, they involve over-writing of previously spelledout phases, not structurally higher material (cf. d’Alessandro & Scheer 2015). While we
have not explicitly shown that the conditioned phonological processes described in the case
studies above fail to take scope in higher domains, this constraint does hold for all of them.
Concretely, a bisyllabic word size requirement fails to apply in Hebrew DPs, the µ 4 pattern
only takes place in Kuria clauses with an inceptive prefix, and PitchDrop only takes place
between an imperfective T head and its local subject in Guébie.
An important question raised by CBP is what happens when multiple interacting cophonologies are active in the same phase (see Rolle (In preparation) for a number of such cases
across languages). We see at least three options: the structurally higher cophonology takes
precedence, the structurally lower cophonology blocks the higher one, or their effects are
combined, an appealing possibility with weighted constraints. The most relevant phono-
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logical phenomena we know of are the phrasal tonal override patterns surveyed in Hyman
(2018). These cases tend to show the structurally highest tone pattern surfacing, indicating
the highest cophonology may tend to take precedence, which is what Inkelas (2014, 202203) predicts. However, McPherson (2014) and McPherson & Heath (2016) describe different tonal override effects in different Dogon languages: In Nanga, the lower cophonology
within a noun phrase seems to prevail, but in Tommo So, the higher cophonology dominates. In either case, we take the correct model of multiple cophonologies within the same
phase to be an open question requiring further empirical clarification.
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